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Elevating
Lifestyles

We design and print beautiful things.

QUALITY DESIGN PASSION
since two thousand and nineteen



we specialise in

Premium and personalised stationery

Gifting solutions

Bespoke products

Dinnerware, serveware and table linen

No event is ever the same, the main thought which inspires us to explore customised concepts 
and designs. Ranging for favours to gifts for your dear ones, Aura is only limited to the heights of 

your requests. We are constantly coming up with ideas and concepts to meet your needs. 

Our bespoke concepts pivots around the ideology of constantly
evolving through artwork inspired by you. 

Our team is always available to guide and coordinate with you through the designing process. 



GIFT BOXES & BAGS
We believe that the thought and the packaging count and that inspired us to 

create the most exquisite gift boxes and gift bags!



















RECIPE JOURNALS
Family recipes deserve a special place for safe keeping to ensure the tradition is 

passed on. Perfect for Weddings, Bridal Showers, Mother ’s day, and Christmas.









JOURNALS
And rightly so. Journaling offers incredible physical and emotional benefits that go 

beyond that teenage diary catharsis. Journaling can help you heal injuries faster and 

boost your IQ as an add on. If you haven’t journaled in awhile, here are some incredi-

ble journals that will inspire you to get back into the habit. Be it a wellness, gratitude, 

food, travel, fitness or a simple daily journal, we’ve got you covered.



















PERSONALISED GIFTING
Gifts bring more joy when they’re packed and presented beautifully to the reciepients. 

Add a special touch of personalised packaging and a thoughtful tag/note to

express your love and care. At Aura we offer you to choose any gift(s) from our

various products range. However, we understand your personal choice and we can 

curate a gift hamper for you that consists products beyond Aura. 





















BESPOKE INVITATIONS
For your guests your invitation will be their first hint of the tone, style and quality of your 

big day; a well presented invitation suggests a beautiful up and coming event to really 

look forward to. It would be wonderful for guests to receive these invitations which

reflect your individuality and style and this is where we come in.  

At Aura, we offer to build our invites around you, and offer you the chance to be as 

involved as possible in producing the perfect bespoke invites and event collaterals. 



















BRAND IDENTITY COLLATERALS

We depicted the brand with our watercolour artwork giving the

various collaterals a subtle yet rustic feel.

Here, at AURA we love doing everything from scratch and control every phase of the 

process to create one-of-a kind products to make our clients feel special. 





We would love to hear from you.
For customization, collaborations, bulk orders or general enquires feel free to get in touch.

info@auradesigns.co | +91 98401 40239 

No. 333, 1st floor, Poonamallee High Rd, Aminjikarai, Chennai - 600029

Thank You!

Contact Us


